
Referencing	Sources SBI 3UW/4UW 
In lab reports, you must give credit to any ideas or sources of information that are not your own. 

Scientific writing does not use quotation marks; instead paraphrase the ideas (ie. use your own words), 
then cite the source using an accepted style, such as the APA “name, year” system (see examples below), 
or a numbered superscript. Citations in the body of the report are abbreviations that point to a list of the 
full details of the sources given in a References section or as a footnote. If the “name, year” system is 
used, the References section at the end of the report lists the sources in alphabetical order by author. If a 
footnote or endnote system is used, the sources are listed in chronological order. Only sources that have 
been cited in the body of the report are referenced. Other referencing styles (eg. MLA, Chicago, etc.) are 
also acceptable, but must be used consistently throughout a report. 
 
Examples of citations in the body of the report using the “name, year” system: 
¨ If the publication has one or two authors, cite the last name(s) only: 

…cells in the medulla send out nerve impulses to the diaphragm and intercostal muscles to speed up 
their action (Campbell and Reece, 2002). 

or 
Campbell and Reece (2002) state that cells in the medulla send out nerve impulses to the diaphragm 
and intercostal muscles to speed up their action. 

¨ If the paper has three or more authors, cite only the last name of the first author and follow with “et al”. 
This abbreviation originates from Latin meaning “and others.” 

    …hearing apparatus within the cochlea is known as the organ of Corti (Di Giuseppe, et al, 2003). 
 or  

Di Giuseppe et al. (2003) state that the hearing apparatus within the cochlea is known as the organ of 
Corti. 

¨ If you have had a discussion with a teacher, and you obtained information from him or her that you 
could not find in a published source, recognize this person’s contribution as follows: 

    …may be explained by the water bath losing heat by evaporation (Busch, personal communication). 
¨ It is not necessary to include personal communication in the References section. 
¨ If there is NDA (ie. no data available) for authors, then use the first few words of the article title  
¨ If there is NDA (ie. no data available) for the date of publication, then use the year of the date accessed. 
*NOTE: If using footnotes/endnotes, replace parenthetical citations with chronological numbers. 
 

Examples of full sources in the References section or as footnotes/endnotes: 
Books (including textbooks): All authors with initials. Year of publication. Title of Book [in italics]. 

Publisher’s location: Publisher’s name. pp inclusive pages (or number of pages). 
Campbell N, Reece J. 2002. Biology. San Francisco: Pearson / Benjamin Cummings. p892-893. 
Di Giuseppe M, Vavitsas A, Ritter B, Fraser D, Arora A, Lisser B. 2003. Biology 12. Toronto: 

Nelson, Thomson Canada Limited. p832. 
 

Internet (including images/figures/videos) – present the following if possible, otherwise state NDA: All 
authors’ with initials separated by commas. Year of publication/latest update. Article/website title. 
Publication/Publisher/Institution [in italics]. Year; volume number (issue number):inclusive page 
numbers. <full/precise web address> Date accessed from website. 

Hegele RA, Busch CP, Young TK, Connelly PW, Cao H. 1999. Mannose-binding Lectin Gene 
Variation and Cardiovascular Disease in Canadian Inuit. Clinical Chemistry. 1999; 45:1283-1285. 
<http://www.clinchem.org/content/45/8/1283.long> Accessed August 4, 2016. 

Kirkman TW. NDA. Statistics to Use. CSBJ University. <http://www.physics.csbsju.edu/stats/> 
Accessed September 10, 2016. 

 

Journal articles: All authors’ names separated by commas. Year of publication. Article title. Journal name 
[in italics]. Year; volume number(issue number):inclusive page numbers. 

Busch CP, Ramdath DD, Ramsewak S, Hegele RA.1999. Association of PON2 variation with birth 
weight in Trinidadian neonates of South Asian ancestry. Pharmacogenetics. 1999; 9(3):351-6. 



From the IB guide (IBO, 2014): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reference:  International Baccalaureate Organization. 2014. Diploma Programme, Biology Guide. 

2014. Cardiff: International Baccalaureate Organization (UK). p4-5. 
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Approaches to teaching and approaches to learning
Approaches to teaching and learning across the Diploma Programme refers to deliberate strategies, 
skills and attitudes which permeate the teaching and learning environment. These approaches and 
tools, intrinsically linked with the learner profile attributes, enhance student learning and assist student 
preparation for the Diploma Programme assessment and beyond. The aims of approaches to teaching and 
learning in the Diploma Programme are to:

empower teachers as teachers of learners as well as teachers of content

empower teachers to create clearer strategies for facilitating learning experiences in which students 
are more meaningfully engaged in structured inquiry and greater critical and creative thinking

promote both the aims of individual subjects (making them more than course aspirations) and linking 
previously isolated knowledge (concurrency of learning)

encourage students to develop an explicit variety of skills that will equip them to continue to be 
actively engaged in learning after they leave school, and to help them not only obtain university 
admission through better grades but also prepare for success during tertiary education and beyond

enhance further the coherence and relevance of the students’ Diploma Programme experience

allow schools to identify the distinctive nature of an IB Diploma Programme education, with its blend 
of idealism and practicality.

The five approaches to learning (developing thinking skills, social skills, communication skills, self-
management skills and research skills) along with the six approaches to teaching (teaching that is inquiry-
based, conceptually focused, contextualized, collaborative, differentiated and informed by assessment) 
encompass the key values and principles that underpin IB pedagogy.

The IB mission statement and the IB learner profile
The Diploma Programme aims to develop in students the knowledge, skills and attitudes they will need 
to fulfill the aims of the IB, as expressed in the organization’s mission statement and the learner profile. 
Teaching and learning in the Diploma Programme represent the reality in daily practice of the organization’s 
educational philosophy.

Academic honesty
Academic honesty in the Diploma Programme is a set of values and behaviours informed by the attributes 
of the learner profile. In teaching, learning and assessment, academic honesty serves to promote personal 
integrity, engender respect for the integrity of others and their work, and ensure that all students have an 
equal opportunity to demonstrate the knowledge and skills they acquire during their studies. 

All coursework—including work submitted for assessment—is to be authentic, based on the student’s 
individual and original ideas with the ideas and work of others fully acknowledged. Assessment tasks that 
require teachers to provide guidance to students or that require students to work collaboratively must be 
completed in full compliance with the detailed guidelines provided by the IB for the relevant subjects. 

For further information on academic honesty in the IB and the Diploma Programme, please consult the IB 
publications Academic honesty, The Diploma Programme: From principles into practice and General regulations: 
Diploma Programme. Specific information regarding academic honesty as it pertains to external and internal 
assessment components of this Diploma Programme subject can be found in this guide.
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Acknowledging the ideas or work of another person
Coordinators and teachers are reminded that candidates must acknowledge all sources used in work 
submitted for assessment. The following is intended as a clarification of this requirement.

Diploma Programme candidates submit work for assessment in a variety of media that may include audio-
visual material, text, graphs, images and/or data published in print or electronic sources. If a candidate uses 
the work or ideas of another person, the candidate must acknowledge the source using a standard style of 
referencing in a consistent manner. A candidate’s failure to acknowledge a source will be investigated by the 
IB as a potential breach of regulations that may result in a penalty imposed by the IB final award committee.

The IB does not prescribe which style(s) of referencing or in-text citation should be used by candidates; this 
is left to the discretion of appropriate faculty/staff in the candidate’s school. The wide range of subjects, 
three response languages and the diversity of referencing styles make it impractical and restrictive to insist 
on particular styles. In practice, certain styles may prove most commonly used, but schools are free to 
choose a style that is appropriate for the subject concerned and the language in which candidates’ work is 
written. Regardless of the reference style adopted by the school for a given subject, it is expected that the 
minimum information given includes: name of author, date of publication, title of source, and page numbers 
as applicable.

Candidates are expected to use a standard style and use it consistently so that credit is given to all sources 
used, including sources that have been paraphrased or summarized. When writing text candidates must 
clearly distinguish between their words and those of others by the use of quotation marks (or other method, 
such as indentation) followed by an appropriate citation that denotes an entry in the bibliography. If an 
electronic source is cited, the date of access must be indicated. Candidates are not expected to show faultless 
expertise in referencing, but are expected to demonstrate that all sources have been acknowledged. 
Candidates must be advised that audio-visual material, text, graphs, images and/or data published in print 
or in electronic sources that is not their own must also attribute the source. Again, an appropriate style of 
referencing/citation must be used.

Learning diversity and learning support 
requirements
Schools must ensure that equal access arrangements and reasonable adjustments are provided to 
candidates with learning support requirements that are in line with the IB documents Candidates with 
assessment access requirements and Learning diversity within the International Baccalaureate programmes/
Special educational needs within the International Baccalaureate programmes.
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